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1. APOLOGIES 
To receive any apologies for absence.

2. MINUTES 4 - 17
To confirm the Minutes of the last meeting held on 8 August 2018.

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
The duties to register, disclose and not to participate for the entire 
consideration of the matter, in respect of any matter in which a Members 
has a disclosable pecuniary interest are set out in Chapter 7 of the 
Localism Act 2011.  Members are also required to withdraw from the 
meeting room as stated in the Standing Orders of this Council.

4. COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE REVIEW - THETFORD 18 - 31
Report of the Executive Member for Governance, Councillor Mark 
Robinson.

To discuss the responses to the 3rd Stage consultation for the Thetford 
Community Governance Review and make recommendations to Council.
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BRECKLAND COUNCIL

At a Meeting of the

COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE SUB-COMMITTEE

Held on Wednesday, 8 August 2018 at 9.30 am in
The Anglia Room, Elizabeth House, Dereham

PRESENT
Mrs T. Hewett
Mrs J. Hollis

Mr M. J. Nairn
Mr M. S. Robinson (Chairman)

Also Present
Mr R Butler - Chairman of 
Cloverfields & the Willows 
Residents’ Assoc.

Tina Cunnell - Thetford Town 
Clerk

Cllr Brame - District Councillor 
for Castle Ward, Town & NCC 
Councillor & Mayor of Thetford

Cllr Brindle - District Councillor 
for Priory Ward & Town 
Councillor for Thetford

Cllr Sam Chapman-Allen - 
District Councillor for Forest 
Ward

Cllr Crawford - District 
Councillor for Burrell Ward & 
Town Councillor for Thetford

Jane James - Thetford Town Councillor

Cllr Jermy - District Councillor for Burrell Ward, 
Town Councillor & NCC Councillor for Thetford

Mr R. King - Chairman of Croxton Parish 
Council

Cllr Kybird - District Councillor for Harling & 
Heathlands Ward & Town Councillor for 
Thetford

Mr M MacDonald - Norwich Road Estate 
Residents' Association

Cllr Newton - District Councillor for Castle Ward 
& Town Councillor for Thetford

Mr A Poulter - Chairman of Brettenham & 
Kilverstone Parish Council

In Attendance
Mark Stinson - Executive Manager Governance (Deputy 

Monitoring Officer)
Rory Ringer - Democratic Services Manager
Sue Daniels - Electoral Services Team Leader
Steve Ball - Electoral Services Officer
Phil Mileham - Strategic Planning Manager
Julie Britton - Democratic Services Officer

Action 
By

11/18 APOLOGIES (AGENDA ITEM 1) 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Elizabeth Gould 
and Councillor William Smith.

12/18 MINUTES (AGENDA ITEM 2) 

The Minutes of the meeting held on 28 March 2018 were confirmed as 
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a correct record and signed by the Chairman.

13/18 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (AGENDA ITEM 3) 

No declarations were made.

The Executive Manager for Governance reminded the Sub-Committee 
that it was very likely that all Members would have their own views on 
one or all of the proposals before them today and advised that those 
Members should only take part in the debate if they had an open mind 
and were prepared to make a decision based on the evidence before 
them, and had not made strong statements about how they intended to 
vote.

14/18 COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE REVIEW SUB COMMITTEE 
(AGENDA ITEM 4) 

The report asked Members of the Sub-Committee to consider the 
responses to the Stage 2 consultation and agree recommendations to 
go forward to the next stage.

The Executive Member for Governance provided background 
information on how the Council had agreed in November 2017 to carry 
out Community Governance Reviews for the parishes of Carbrooke, 
Great Ellingham and Thetford. Two meetings had since been 
convened of the Community Governance Review Sub-Committee, the 
first meeting had been held to set the Terms of Reference for the 
Community Governance Review followed by a second meeting on 28 
March 2018 to consider the consultation responses to the first stage of 
the Community Governance Review.  The draft recommendations on 
the proposed changes for each of the parishes were then published by 
the Council followed by a second period of consultation from 16 April 
to 22 June 2018.

The detailed responses to the 2nd stage consultation for each of the 
reviews had been attached to the report at Appendices 1, 2 and 3.

Prior to explaining the proposals, the Democratic Services Manager 
felt that it was worth reiterating a number of key points outlined in the 
guidance from the Department for Communities and Local 
Government (DCLG) and the Local Government Boundary 
Commission for England (LGBCE).  The aim of any Community 
Governance Review was to improve community engagement and local 
democracy and to facilitate efficient, effective and convenient delivery 
of local services as well as ensuring that electors were treated 
equitably and fairly.  The Council was required to consider these key 
points as set out in the legislation and were paramount when 
considering Community Governance Reviews. The Council was also 
required to ensure that community governance within the areas under 
review would be effective and convenient and reflective of the 
identities and interests of the community in that particular area.  When 
considering these factors, the Council must have regard to two key 
principles; firstly, the impact the community governance arrangements 
would have on community cohesion and secondly, the size population 
and boundaries of the community or parish. 
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The views of local communities and inhabitants should be given 
suitable weight in any final recommendation.  Final recommendations 
should be supported by evidence taking account of all the 
aforementioned criteria.  The Democratic Services Manager also 
reminded Members that the principal Council, i.e., Breckland Council, 
could not amend District Ward boundaries as that power rested with 
the LGBCE and any Ward Boundary changes would require their 
authority; therefore, even if any of the forthcoming reviews concluded 
that the administrative boundaries of any of the Parishes should be 
changed, the current District Ward boundary would remain unchanged 
until such time the LGBCE gave its consent.  

It should also be noted that if, as part of any Community Governance 
Review, the principal Council wished to alter the electoral 
arrangements for a Parish/Parish Ward whose existing electoral 
arrangements had been put in place within the previous 5 years,  
again the consent of the LGBCE would be required.  It was highlighted 
that the current Parish Warding arrangements for Attleborough and 
Thetford had been agreed in July 2014 as part of a District wide 
review; therefore, any proposals to implement any changes to the 
current arrangements before July 2019 would require consent of the 
LGBCE.

Carbooke: Proposal: to increase Councillors from seven to nine for 
Carbrooke Parish Council.

Between the 16th April and 22nd June 2018 two responses had been 
received to the second stage consultation on the draft 
recommendations. One response agreed with the proposal to increase 
the membership from seven to nine Members on Carbrooke Parish 
Council and the other disagreed (see Appendix 1 on page 15 of the 
agenda pack).  

The Democratic Services Manager explained that Carbrooke had a 
current electorate of 1,634 electors (as at July 2018) but based on 
further development over the next 5 years this would likely increase by 
approximately 250 electors by 2023.  For comparison, similar size 
parishes in the area, Necton, Swanton Morley, Weeting and Mundford 
all had 9 Parish Councillors.  Carbrooke was currently the largest 
Parish in the Breckland area but with only a membership of 7.  

There was no-one in attendance to speak on behalf of the Carbooke 
Community Governance Review.  

The Chairman then asked Members of the Sub-Committee to consider 
the recommendations.  Speaking as the Ward Member for Carbrooke, 
Councillor Theresa Hewett pointed out that everyone that she knew of, 
including the Parish Council, who had been involved in this review had 
been in support of the increase to the membership.

After being proposed and seconded, it was:

RESOLVED to RECOMMEND to COUNCIL that the number of 
Councillors for Carbrooke Parish Council be increased by two 
Members from seven to nine.
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Great Ellingham:  Proposal: extension of the Parish boundary to the 
natural boundary with the B1077.  

The original proposal had been to extend the southern boundary of the 
parish of Great Ellingham to meet the natural boundary provided by 
the A11 which lies within the parish of Attleborough (Queens and 
Besthorpe Ward).  However, Members proposed to extend this to the 
boundary with the B1077 at the meeting held in March 2018.  

Between the 16th April and 22nd June 2018 four responses had been 
received to the second stage consultation on the draft 
recommendations. One response agreed with the proposal, two 
responses disagreed with the proposal and one was unclear (see 
Appendix 2 on page 16 of the agenda pack).  

The Democratic Services Manager read aloud an email on behalf of 
the Ward Member, Councillor William Smith who had been unable to 
attend the meeting and had sent his apologies.

There were two items that Councillor Smith wanted to draw Members’ 
attention to.  The first was the email sent to the Democratic Services 
Manager by the Chairman of Great Ellingham Parish Council, in which 
he detailed the Parish Council’s consultation with each individual 
household in the proposed transfer area (this email was also read 
aloud) and expressed some concern with the extended area identified 
in the second stage consultation and declared that the Great 
Ellingham Parish Council remained willing to take on the area covered 
by the original plebiscite/consultation.

The second item related to the comments on page 16 of the Agenda 
pack in respect of the Great Ellingham application.  Objections had 
been made in the erroneous belief that this review was part of the 
Local Plan consultation, and that the review would result in further 
development in the village. 

At least one of the objectors had attended the July meeting of the 
Great Ellingham Parish Council where the matter of the Review was 
raised and the Chairman took the opportunity to correct the objector’s 
misapprehension, informing the objector that the Review was the 
result of a request from residents in West Carr Road etc, to transfer to 
the Civil Parish of Great Ellingham, and that it was not to the 
development under the Local Plan.

It was noted that Councillor Smith’s email had been copied to the 
Chairman of the Great Ellingham Parish Council in the event that he 
should attend the Community Governance Review Sub-Committee 
meeting.   

There was no-one in attendance to speak on behalf of the Great 
Ellingham Community Governance review request.  

Members discussed the original proposal that was consulted on at the 
Stage 1 consultation and were minded to support this original proposal 
which was to extend the southern boundary of the parish of Great 
Ellingham to meet the natural boundary provided by the A11 which 
currently lies within the parish of Attleborough (Queens and Besthorpe 
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Ward)

The proposal to extend the Parish boundary to the natural boundary 
with the B1077 was not supported and after being proposed and 
seconded, it was:

RESOLVED to RECOMMEND to COUNCIL that the southern 
boundary of the parish of Great Ellingham be extended to meet the 
natural boundary provided by the A11 which currently lies within the 
parish of Attleborough (Queens and Besthorpe Ward) (as outlined in 
the attached map).  

Thetford: Proposal: no changes to the current arrangements.

Between the 16th April and 22nd June 2018 3,947 responses had been 
received to the second stage consultation on the draft 
recommendations. 92 responses agreed with the proposal, 3,855 
responses disagreed with the proposal and 94 were duplications (see 
Appendix 3 pages 17 to 29 of the agenda pack).  

Thetford Town Councillor, Jane James was in attendance to speak on 
this matter and read aloud the following statement.  “Thetford Town 
Council’s primary focus in requesting this review was to ensure 
community cohesion and community engagement through any future 
arrangements reflecting the identities and issues of the communities 
involved.  This had been aptly demonstrated by the inclusive cohesive 
deployment of the ‘One Thetford’ cross party campaign aimed at all 
sectors of the Thetford community to ensure all voices were heard.  A 
variety of responders were encountered at the regular town centre 
market place stall.

The marketing of the Sustainable Urban Extension (SUE) had always 
been accompanied with the strapline ‘A new Neighbourhood for 
Thetford’.  The opportunity to amend the boundaries to reflect this new 
neighbourhood into Thetford would accurately reflect the urban nature 
of this development and would be embraced.

In the Joint Neighbourhood Plan produced by Croxton, Brettenham & 
Kilverstone Parish Councils, it was stated that they wished to maintain 
the village identities.  Thetford Town Council agreed with this desire to 
maintain the rural identities of the surrounding village hubs and in no 
way wished to consume them.  However, it was of a concern that if no 
change to the boundary arrangements were made it could ultimately 
result in a disengaged and disenfranchised community that neither 
identified itself as a town or a village, resulting in the SUE becoming 
an urban no-mans’ land.

Thetford Town Council was seeking to embrace this new development 
as part of Thetford thus ensuring that this sustainable urban 
development identified clearly with existing communities that it would 
be immediate neighbours with.  Given the positive and negative 
experiences of Thetford during the expansion of the town in the 1960s, 
the Town Council believed it had learnt lessons from the past and was 
best placed to manage this considerable increase in population.  In 
order for the urban extension to be sustainable, it would therefore 
appear logical that an urban identity, with shared characteristics and 
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priorities, be expanded to embrace it”.

The Chairman of Brettenham & Kilverstone Parish Council was also in 
attendance to speak on this matter and believed that the previous 
comments made by Thetford Town Council would be of no benefit to 
the Parish.  Currently there were not any residents/population within 
the SUE and was therefore contrary to the Localism agenda and if the 
boundary was increased, where would it end.  Brettenham & 
Kilverstone was one sixth of Thetford’s population but had the same 
responsibilities, and to maintain the rural character he urged Members 
that no changes should be made to the current arrangements.

Mr McDonald was in attendance representing the Norwich Road 
Estate Residents’ Association.  He pointed out that the estate and the 
SUE would be divided by a strip of land at Joe Blunts Lane and felt 
that the area should be included within the town boundary.  He 
provided Members with an example at Arlington Way which was part 
of Kilverstone and not Thetford.  The people moving into the SUE 
location would use Thetford’s facilities and should be part of the 
community and be unified with Thetford.

Councillor Kybird, a Breckland Councillor and Thetford Town 
Councillor pointed out that the Town Council had written to 
Brettenham/Kilverstone and Croxton
Parish Councils and neither had engaged in dialogue and did not take 
part in the conversation.

Tina Cunnell also representing Thetford Town Council wanted to put 
forward a practical solution for the new development.  The Town 
Council already had qualified staff in dealing with matters such as 
cemeteries, open spaces, nature reserves etc.  It already had working 
relationships with Norfolk County Council and Breckland Council and 
was also entitled to the ‘Power of Competence’ which was something 
that would potentially be needed whilst negotiating and spending 
money on the new estate.  Therefore, she felt that during the transition 
period, the Town Council already had the staff in place to start the 
work required and had the time to start working on these projects.  It 
also had a good track record of delivering projects and felt that the way 
forward was for the area to be managed by a Council that already had 
the experienced staff and resources in place.

Councillor Jermy, Town, District and Norfolk County Councillor for 
Thetford, disagreed with the aforementioned point made about the 
rural character of the villages.  The first phase of the development that 
he had seen was very urban in design, density, and visually and 
geographically would be far more part of Thetford than it would 
anywhere else.  In his opinion, it was absolutely clear to see, as Mr 
MacDonald stated, that virtually everyone, including the residents of 
the houses when built would regard themselves as being part of 
Thetford.  He also felt that Councillor Jane James was correct when 
she said it would be the worst of all worlds if the boundary was to 
remain the same and the residents within the SUE did not feel part of 
Thetford.  There was a natural/obvious boundary in the dual 
carriageway which would mean that the area would inevitably feel part 
of Thetford and the people would use its services and job opportunities 
in the town. One of the clear pieces of guidance about the Community 
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Governance Review that he felt was very poignant was the importance 
of community cohesion and moving the boundary would achieve this 
as it was quite clear that the people who would be living in the SUE 
would look to Thetford. He was very pleased with the responses from 
the public and the overwhelming percentage of people wanting to see 
a change and disagreeing with the proposal.  Even in Croxton, more 
than half of the responses disagreed with the proposal and was in 
support of moving the boundary.  Additionally, 14 people in 
Brettenham had agreed that the boundary should be moved.  There 
was clear support for this move across Thetford but also across the 
rural areas and it was quite clear that the boundary should be moved 
and he hoped Members of the Sub-Committee would support this. 

The Chairman of Croxton Parish Council spoke on this matter. He 
stated that Croxton was a Parish of two distinct settlement areas – one 
adjoining the current Thetford boundary to the south and the other 
centred mainly around Croxton village and development in the wider 
Parish to the north.

Croxton Parish Council had always respected and been able to 
support the wish of all residents to remain part of a rural environment; 
however, the SUE development would eventually completely surround 
those Croxton residences to the south which already adjoined 
Thetford.

This would inevitably result in the structure of the Parish becoming 
‘urban’ rather than ‘rural’ both in composition and in its representation 
in the longer term.  A recent informal survey of Croxton residents 
confirmed that the majority of residents wished to retain the ‘rural 
nature and concept of Croxton’ and in view of the clearly ‘urban’ 
concept of the SUE development, the Parish felt that the ‘rural’ nature 
of Croxton would be best achieved by moving the Croxton/Thetford 
boundary north to the current A11 bypass.  If this was implemented 
now, and whilst some residents currently living south of the A11 
bypass might be disappointed, it was felt that, in the long term, those 
residents would come to accept the logic of this decision.

In conclusion, Croxton Parish Council overwhelmingly disagreed with 
the proposal for ‘no changes to the current arrangements’ and 
believed that the boundary should be moved.

Councillor Roy Brame, Town, District and County Councillor and also 
Mayor of Thetford felt that the most important issue that the Sub-
Committee had to consider was that the SUE was an urban 
development and a decision must be made sooner rather than later to 
set these boundaries where the villages could be protected.  
Kilverstone & Brettenham Parish Council had stated that they did not 
want to be urban and wanted to remain rural but they still wanted 
development in the region of 3,000 homes which he found very difficult 
to comprehend. He totally agreed with Croxton Parish Council’s views 
about being protected and from losing its identity and felt that the Sub-
Committee should take both Parishes views into consideration.  The 
Sub-Committee also had to look after the democratic rights of the 
people within these boundaries and the future residents of the SUE 
deserved the right to vote for the Council and the Councillors of their 
choice, the one that would provide them with the majority of their 
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services.  Those residents would believe that they lived in a town and 
should be given the right to vote on that Town Council and not on a 
Parish Council.

Mr Rob Butler, the Chairman of Cloverfields and the Willows 
(incorporating St Andrews) Residents Association spoke as a resident 
and on behalf of the residents and tenants of the 1,577 properties in 
that area.  He reflected on what Councillor Jermy had mentioned about 
the actual consultation process as there were issues that needed to be 
brought to attention.  Whatever happened in Thetford town, would 
heavily affect their direct area. He was actively involved on the market 
stall and the social media promotion in relation to the consultation. 

Prior to speaking about the positive effects of the consultation Mr 
Butler stated that there had been a few slightly disappointing issues as 
part of the consultation process. Many of the people who visited the 
market stall felt that it was unfortunate and disappointing that the 
promotion of the consultation was limited to very minimal publicity 
within the newspapers, the Eastern Daily Press and the Bury Free 
Press, as only a minimal number of Thetford residents bought these 
publications. Likewise, it was equally unfortunate and surprising that 
the local Thetford and Brandon Times chose not to publicise the 
consultation.  Only two articles appeared in the ‘About Thetford’ 
magazine during the whole process and this limited the possible public 
awareness of the importance of the consultation.  Therefore, the 
eventual figures that were received, 3,947 responses could have been 
far higher.  

The Chairman indicated that he would take up the points raised and 
these matters would be addressed accordingly for any future 
consultation.  

Mr Butler pointed out that one of the major concerns voiced at the 
market stall was that the SUE residents would use the Town’s facilities 
without any financial contribution towards the increase in demands 
should the boundary remain the same. The strength of feeling within 
the town could not and should not be underestimated or overstated.  
Also noticeable were the efforts that some residents went to in order to 
register their views.  As for the Residents Association, they were keen 
to make sure that the villages remained as villages.

Councillor Sam Chapman-Allen, District Councillor and Ward Member 
for Thetford Forest highlighted the views made by Thetford Town 
Council and Croxton Parish Council.  He reminded Members that at no 
point would Breckland Council be asking any rural community to 
contribute towards vital services as most residents living in such 
parishes had to travel to the nearest town for those services such as 
health, police, fire and education.  However, he understood all the 
frustrations and although he did not wish to prejudge his decision he 
asked the Sub-Committee to take note that if no changes were made 
to the boundary, part of Croxton at Hill House Lane would be 
subsumed by the SUE and the Parish of Kilverstone & Brettenham 
would end up as an island in isolation.  He then put forward a third 
option to the Sub-Committee for consideration. The A1075 (Norwich 
Road) had a clear delineation that would result in the left hand-side of 
Croxton moving into Thetford but anything to the right of the A1075 
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would remain and their parish identities would be maintained. 

The A1075 (Norwich Road) was highlighted on the map and the 
Democratic Services Manager explained how the boundary would 
change if this proposal was agreed. The Chairman asked where the 
development phases were on the map for Croxton and Kilverstone.

Councillor John Newton, District & Town Councillor for Thetford had 
found the proposal to be very interesting but it was not something that 
he could support.  The consultation had been about the whole of the 
SUE not just part of it and he asked the Sub-Committee to consider 
that point and also take into account the sheer numbers of people of 
Thetford that had taken a great interest in this.  At the start of this 
process, the neighbouring Parish Council had been invited to talk to 
the Town Council but it did not take up the invitation even after much 
encouragement. To carve up the SUE would be totally wrong and 
asked the Sub-Committee not to support the proposal.

Councillor Brame agreed with Councillor Newton that the consultation 
was for the whole of the SUE and nobody had mentioned the fact that 
parts of it could be considered.  He pointed out that in the area shown 
there were only 7 dwellings that would be subsumed by the SUE and if 
it was left where it was the actual village would be just outside the 
proposed boundary and not on the Norwich Road.

In response, Councillor Sam Chapman Allen indicated that the 7 
properties mentioned were indeed to the left of the Norwich Road but 
the Kilverstone Estate would be left as an isolated do-nut.   He felt that 
the Parish Council and the Town Council had contradicted itself in 
respect of community cohesion and felt that his proposal would be a 
suitable proposal for Members to consider.

Councillor Kybird added that the SUE boundary had fingers going out 
around it beyond the A11 due to the proposed junction improvements 
and therefore the guidelines that the Boundary Commission set were 
that the Sub-Committee must look at clear, physical boundaries rather 
than ‘administrative quirks’.  He therefore felt that the original Thetford 
proposal did point out further anomalies in the boundaries but looking 
at the third solution he urged the Sub-Committee to look in detail at the 
outer boundaries and to deal with the anomalies.

The Chairman asked Members for their thoughts and deliberations and 
reminded them that the SUE development consisted of five stages and 
Kilverstone was not currently due to be developed until 2034, whilst 
development in Croxton was scheduled to commence in 2019.  
Community cohesion was key and the ability of the local authority to 
deliver services economically and efficiently. 

In many respects, Councillor Nairn felt that the Chairman of Croxton 
Parish Council had summed up the actual exact requirements and he 
believed that if the status quo remained you would end up with two 
completely different groups within the Parish of Croxton.  Similarly he 
also believed that in the long term the same would happen in the 
Parish of Kilverstone.  In terms of the actual timing of the SUE, he 
believed that phase 1, phase 2 and phase 3 should in actual fact be 
that the boundary be taken to the A11 dual carriageway. This would 
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mean that all of that area would be within the boundary of Thetford. As 
for phases 4 and 5, in the previous submission at the last meeting, 2 or 
3 Members had been in agreement and of the opinion that the 
consultation was actually premature as the area was not currently due 
to be developed until 2034 at the earliest – 16 years from now.  He 
agreed with Councillor Sam Chapman-Allen that the most obvious 
dividing line would be the A1075 so that all to the west of the A1075 
and south of the A11 would actually be incorporated in Thetford and 
the area to the east of the A1075 would include Kilverstone and this 
would be built out at a later date.

Councillor Hollis, although in agreement with the comments, raised 
concerns in respect of the consultation which was to consider the 
whole of the SUE and people had submitted their comments/views on 
the whole of the boundary change and not part now and part later.    

Following advice requested by the Chairman, the Democratic Services 
Manager quoted the guidance which stated that a Community 
Governance Review had to be completed within 12 months from when 
the Terms of Reference (TOR) were published.  The TOR had been 
published on the 8th January 2018’; therefore, this review had to be 
completed by the 8th January 2019.  There was still time for a third 
consultation; however, whatever the decision, a decision would need 
to be made by Full Council no later than the December meeting.  
Therefore, if Members were minded to look at the third/additional 
option then there would be time to have it approved by Full Council in 
December 2018. 

Councillor Hewett found herself in agreement with many of the views 
put forward and felt that if Councillor Sam Chapman-Allen had not 
spoken that she herself would have put forward a third option. She 
genuinely believed that the Croxton area made complete sense 
geographically.  She felt that it was too early to make a decision on the 
Kilverstone/Croxton boundary as it was such a long way into the future 
and the responsibility of making that decision at this point would be 
wrong.  She agreed with Councillor Nairn and Councillor Sam 
Chapman-Allen that this section be considered first and phases 4 and 
phase 5 be left until a later date.

Councillor Hollis again raised her concerns.  Councillor Hewett 
understood her concerns but mentioned, as an example, an area 
called the Blenheim Grange Estates joining Carbrooke which 
geographically was very clearly Watton.  Those decisions had been 
made prematurely.

Councillor Hollis had the greatest respect for all what had been said 
but could not agree with villages being rural when so many homes 
were going to be built within and around them.  Councillor Hewett 
mentioned Shipdham which was very large but was still classed as a 
village.

The Chairman of Croxton Parish Council pointed out that the number 
of proposed dwellings for the village of Croxton was 2,500 not 3,000 
as mentioned above. 

The Executive Manager of Governance pointed out that the current 
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phasing of the development was based on current planning permission 
and could be amended at any stage in the future. 

After much deliberation the Sub-Committee recommended that the 
Parish Boundary for Thetford be extended to include all the land south 
of the A11 and west of the A1075 currently in the Parish of Croxton.  In 
addition to the above proposal it was also recommended that the 
Parish boundary for Croxton/Kilverstone remain unchanged and that a 
further Community Governance Review be carried out nearer to the 
delivery of the remaining phases, 4 and 5.

The recommendation was approved, 3 votes to 0.

In light of the above recommendation, the Democratic Services 
Manager explained that if Members were minded to move the 
boundary then new electoral arrangements needed to be agreed.  This 
would mean that there would have to be a further Parish Ward for 
Thetford.  Thetford Town Council currently had a membership of 16 
and looking at the developments and the timings he suggested that 
initially the whole of the proposed area, effectively, phase 1, 2, and 3, 
would become a single Parish Ward.  Thetford Town Council had 16 
Councillors based on an electorate of approximately 17000 which 
roughly equated to 1100 electors per Councillor. Therefore, based on 
the phase 1 development through to 2026 he suggested a single 
Parish Ward with 2 Town Councillors representing that particular area. 
That would increase the membership of the Town Council from 16 
to18 and there would be further opportunities to increase the 
membership as the SUE developed. In addition, a name for this new 
Ward would need to be agreed.  In respect of the third consultation 
and in terms of dates, the consultation would commence on 20 August 
and continue through to the end of September 2018.  A further 
Community Governance Review Sub-Committee meeting would need 
to agree the final recommendations which would then be presented to 
the Full Council meeting in December 2018 for approval. 

The Chairman clarified that the recommendations made for Carbrooke 
and Great Ellingham would be taken to Full Council for a decision in 
October and the Thetford recommendations would be taken to the Full 
Council meeting in December 2018 following a third consultation and 
Sub-Committee meeting.

Councillor Jermy felt that consultation must have a purpose and would 
prefer the said proposals to be accepted now rather than going out to 
third consultation as he felt that what had been proposed was a fair 
compromise. He asked if this further consultation was a legal 
requirement.

The Executive Manager for Governance confirmed that there was no 
statutory requirement to undertake a further consultation; however, he 
asked Members to consider the guidance that provided a clear way 
forward in terms of consultation.  Due to the changes being proposed, 
that had not been consulted upon, it could potentially put the decision 
at risk if it was challenged.  

Councillor Brame agreed with Councillor Jermy’s comments. He asked 
if this recommendation could go straight to Full Council for a decision. 
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It did not make any sense to keep putting this back for further 
consultation.  A compromise had been reached which mostly everyone 
was in agreement with.  He also mentioned the costs involved.

Councillor Crawford, District and Town Councillor supported a further 
consultation as this recommendation was not the subject of the 
previous consultation and he did not want to run the risk of the 
decision being challenged.

Councillor Kybird did not want another consultation to take place.

The Executive Manager for Governance advised that, due to the fact 
that the recommendation in the 2nd stage consultation was for no 
change, this obviously meant that this new proposal had not been 
consulted on.  The new electoral arrangements also formed part of the 
reason for taking it out for further consultation.  This was of course, the 
decision of the Sub-Committee.  The second point was the Boundary 
Commission would expect to see evidence of suitable consultation on 
these revised proposals and on the electoral arrangements; however, 
this need not be as comprehensive as the previous consultations.

Councillor Brindle was somewhat disappointed with the decision but 
felt that it should be accepted as he did not see the value in further 
consultation unless it caused a significant risk.

Councillor Newton felt that this decision would cause a great deal of 
dismay in Thetford and would destroy a good relationship and felt that 
there should be an even bigger and better consultation.

The Democratic Services Manager stated that according to the 
guidance, consultation was expected when considering electoral 
arrangements.

The Chairman clarified to the Sub-Committee that a vote must be 
taken on the electoral arrangements and the need for a 3rd 
consultation.

Councillor Hewett stated that the first recommendation made was as a 
result of the previous consultation and asked the Democratic Services 
Manager if electoral arrangements would have to be consulted on 
anyway.  Members were informed that there was not an absolute 
requirement to do that; however, the Executive Manager for 
Governance re-iterated the risk of insufficient consultation when 
referring recommendations to the LGBCE for approval. 

Having regard to the contents of the report, consultation documents 
and statutory guidance it was proposed, seconded and RESOLVED 
that a third consultation be held on the following recommendations:

1) the Parish Boundary for Thetford be extended to include all the 
land to the south of the A11 and west of the A1075 currently in 
the parish of Croxton;
 

2) the Parish boundary between Croxton and Kilverstone remain 
unchanged; 
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3) the number of Thetford Town Councillors be increased by 2 

from 16 to a total of 18 Members to cover the proposed new 
Parish Ward; and

4) the name of the new Parish Ward to be determined by 
Breckland Council following consultation.

15/18 NEXT MEETING (AGENDA ITEM 5) 

The date and time of the next meeting to be confirmed.

The meeting closed at 11.05 am
CHAIRMAN
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Great Ellingham Community Governance Review –Proposed extension of the southern boundary 
of the parish of Great Ellingham to meet the natural boundary provided by the A11.
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Executive Member Governance - Mark Robinson

To: Community Governance Review Sub Committee – 19th October 2018

Author: Sue Daniels, Electoral Services Team Leader

Subject: Community Governance Review – Thetford 

Purpose: To consider the responses to the third stage of the Community Governance 
Review for Thetford and to make recommendations to Council for approval.

Recommendations: 

1) That member’s consider the responses to the Stage 3 consultation for Thetford, and agree 
recommendations to go forward to Council for approval. 

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 Council agreed on 2nd November 2017 to carry out Community Governance Reviews for 
the Parishes of Carbrooke, Great Ellingham and Thetford. Council also agreed to the 
creation of the Community Governance Sub Committee to oversee the reviews and report 
back to Council for final approval.

1.2 The Community Governance Sub Committee met on 8th August to consider responses to 
the second stage of the Community Governance Review.  The Council published draft 
recommendations on the proposed changes for each of the parishes and a third 
consultation for Thetford ran from 20th August to 28th September 2018.

1.3 It was agreed that by the Community Governance Sub Committee on 8th August 2018 that 
the proposals for the third stage consultation were to be as follows:-

1.3.1 An additional two councillors for Thetford for the new parish ward.

1.3.2 A name for the new parish ward.

1.3.3 Any further comments on the proposals for the extension of the SUE areas into the parish 
of Croxton; leaving the area of the SUE which lies within the parish of Kilverstone 
unchanged.

1.4 The detailed responses to the third stage consultation for Thetford can be seen at 
Appendix A.

2.0 THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

2.1 In undertaking the review, the Council has been guided by Part 4 of the Local Government 
and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007, the relevant parts of the Local Government 
Act 1972 and the Local Government (Parishes and Parish Councils) (England) 
(Regulations) 2008.
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2.2 The Council is required to have regard to the Guidance on Community Governance 
Reviews issued in accordance with section 100(4) of the Local Government and Public 
Involvement in Health Act 2007 by the Department for Communities and Local 
Government.  This Guidance was published in 2010, and has been considered when 
conducting these reviews.

2.3 Two of the key matters that Breckland Council are required to take into account are

 The impact of existing community governance arrangements on community 
    cohesion, and;

 The size, population and boundaries of any local community or proposed 
    Community Council

2.4 In carrying out this Review, Breckland Council has considered the wider picture of 
Community Governance.  This included taking account of well-established forms of 
Community governance such as local residents associations and community forums. In line
with Government guidance Breckland Council also considered the following as part of this 
review:

 A sense of civic pride and civic values;
 A strong, inclusive community and voluntary sector
 A sense of place – with a positive feeling for people and distinctiveness
 Effective engagement with the local community at neighbourhood level
 The ability of local authorities to deliver quality services economically and efficiently
 An area that is of a size that is viable as an administrative unit of local government

2.5 Recommendations made must take account of any representations received and should be 
supported by evidence that demonstrates any proposed changes take account of these 
criteria. It is desirable that a parish council should reflect a distinctive and recognisable 
community of place, with its own sense of identity.  The feeling of local community and the 
wishes of local inhabitants are of primary consideration.

3.0 CONSULTATION RESPONSES

3.1  Thetford - between the 20th August and 28th September the number of responses received 
to the third stage consultation were ninety nine (99). 

A)    The proposal for an additional two councillors for Thetford for the new parish
         ward

Agree Disagree No Response
86 9 4

3.2 The proposal for a name for the new parish ward, 

B)     A name for the new parish ward.

Saxon 47
Kingsfleet 7
Blakeney 4

Iceni 3
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Boudica 2
Anglo Saxon 1

Boadicea 1
Duleep Singh 1
Walmington 1

Blunts 1
Thetford North 1
Sand Martin 1
Fisher North 1

Fisher 1
Peddars Way 1

Pain Ward 1
Croxton 1

Croxton with Thetford 1
Stone Ridge 1

Elizabeth Grounds 1
Jermyville 1

Viking 1

C)     Further comments on the proposals for the extension of the SUE into the 
parish of Croxton; leaving the area of SUE which lies within the parish of 
Kilverstone unchanged

Agree Disagree No Response
67 19 13

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 To deliver the benefits in line with the criteria set down in the Local Government and Public 
Involvement in Health Act 2007 for improved community engagement, more cohesive 
communities, better local democracy and result in more effective and convenient delivery of 
local services.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme; 
Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under one or more 
of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1 Constitution & Legal

5.1.1 To comply with the requirements of the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health 
Act 2007 having regard to the Guidance on Community Governance Reviews issued by the 
Department of Communities and Local Government (March 2010)
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5.2 Corporate Priorities

5.2.1 Providing the right services, at the right time and in the right way
5.2.2 Enabling stronger, more independent communities

5.3 Financial 

5.3.1 The work will be undertaken by officers by way of normal business.

5.4 Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales

5.4.1 Residents of Thetford, Carbrooke, Brettenham and Kilverstone, elected representatives of 
Carbrooke, Thetford, Croxton, Brettenham and Kilverstone, Norfolk County Council

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 Parishes of Thetford, Croxton, and Kilverstone.

7.0 ACRONYMS 

7.1 Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 (LGPIH)

7.2 Sustainable Urban Extension (SUE)

Background papers:- None but we have had regard to the following published document: Guidance 
on Community Governance Reviews 2010 – published by the Local Government Boundary 
Commission/Department for Communities and Local Government 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-governance-reviews-guidance 

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Sue Daniels, Electoral Services Team Leader
Telephone Number: 01362 656870
Email: elections@breckland.gov.uk 

Key Decision: No 

Exempt Decision: No 

This report refers to a Mandatory Service 

Appendices attached to this report:  Appendix A Responses to Stage 3 Consultations –
   Thetford Proposals A and C
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Appendix A
Reference Number Thetford Community Governance Review - Third Stage Consultation Responses

KEY: - A The proposal for an additional two councillors for Thetford for the new parish ward
B A name for the new parish ward of Theford 

C Any further comments on the proposals for the extension of the SUE area into the parish of Croxton; leaving the area of SUE which lies within the 
parish of Kilverstone unchanged

TSCT000001 A I agree.
B Blank - No response
C I agree with the proposals.

TSCT000002 A Can the existing councillors not cover the area. Just extend their boundary a bit. Not necessary for more councillors and more elections.
B No idea.

C What’s the point of splitting the new estate up into Thetford town residents and the rest. Total waste of time. Wouldn’t be too happy if my neighbour was 
paying less council tax etc if they were in parish of Kilverstone and not Thetford as they would be using Thetford amenities. 

TSCT000003 A Yes please 2 is the right amount.
B Duleep Sing Ward
C As Thetford grows....like any expanding area

TSCT000004 A Agree.  It is important that residents of the SUE are properly represented on the council without making existing wards too big - important that councillors get 
to know their residents and vice versa.

B Walmington Ward

C

Agree Croxton part should be part of Thetford. Disagree that Kilverstone part should be unchanged - this should be part of Thetford too.
Reasons -  community cohesion, SUE will be of an urban nature (not village) and SUE residents will use Thetford services, avoid need for further 
consultation in the future

TSCT000005 A I understand this is to keep the councillor to population percentage but it's time we dropped the unnecessary expenses. Councillors should be local and 
therefore not need expenses to travel to meetings. More meetings should be open to the public and be timetabled for evenings or weekends.

B Blank - No response

C
Infrastructure should be in place before any houses are built. Current traffic problems in Thetford should be dealt with before these additional 7500 cars are 
brought in - currently there ate 1.8 cars per household, I'm knocking the figure down to 1.5. We all know that the developer will build the houses and then run 
out of money before doctors surgeries, schools, etc. are built.

TSCT000006 A It may not immediately be necessary to have additional councillors but as the development progresses then clearly the new residents should be represented
B Blunt's Ward   - after Joe Blunt's Lane which will form the southern boundary

C I have already made my views clear that it will be common sense to realign the boundary so that the new urban area to be developed should lie wholly within 
the Town Council boundary,  The timescale to absorb the present Kilverstone parish into this new area should not be fixed in stone but the principle of 
making this adjustment should be accepted as development progresses over the whole area.

TSCT000007 A I have no objection as this new development should be represented 
B Kings fleet is okay with me 
C As long as when stage reaches this point another consultation is done
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TSCT000008 A Agree

B Re the heading above, the new parish ward will be in THETFORD, not Theford. Suggest "Thetford North"
C Agree

TSCT000009 A 1 new councillor and expand the areas of the other two closest wards to include parts of the new development into their current councillors catchment areas. 
This way would be s compromise between saving money and growing the council.

B The development is called Kingsfleet so why not just keep that name. Everyone going to buy a home there will know it as Kingsfleet and will probably 
continue to call it that. Just like the NDRs stupid new name whatever that is  - everyone still just calls it the NDR. 

C As per previous consultatations, new development should be part of Thetford.

TSCT000010 A This seems a sensible idea as more people means more work & more to consider.

B How about naming it after the farm in the area or the lane that runs down the side of this initial build?  Otherwise keep it simple with 'Croxton' ward.

C I'm not sue why the Kilverstone issue is not being dealt with now as it will cost time and money to do it in the future, however, changing the boundary to bring 
the Croxton part into Thetford is definitely the most sensible as Thetford already have the structure and setup to deal with a large number of inhabitants 
whereas Croxton do not. Equally residents of the new Parish will use Thetford amenities almost exclusively - Doctors, dentists, schools, pubs, sports areas 
including the swimming pool etc. etc. 

TSCT000011 A I can see that there may be a need for more councillors, but does it need two?  I would have thought one would be enough in the first place and reconsider it 
if necessary.

B Just name thisd one after the new development - Kingsfleet.

C We seem to be heading for the common sense approach - Thetford is already a town with the organisation to support new inhabitants - Croxton is a village 
with no similar setup.  To expand Croxton would change its intrinsic nature of village to one of town but without the support services.

TSCT000012 A The future inhabitants need to be represented so "Yes"

B Any name which distinguishes it from Croxton. The difference must not be blurred - South Croxton is a No-No

C All - including Hill House Lane - to the south of the bypass to be in Thetford. Croxton to remain independent of Thetford.

TSCT000013 A
I agree with this proposal for the additional councillors. Thetford is under-represented in terms of councillors, so with the expanding population as a result of 
the new development within its boundary, additional councillors will certainly be needed. However I am less convinced about the desirability of having a 
single ward for the whole of the new area. The Town Council wards are currently a bit haphazard in nature and don't always align with the natural boundaries 
used by e.g. Residents Associations. I would suggest that this is used an an opportunity to review some of the existing boundaries as well. For instance, I 
would ensure that all the current residential areas off Croxton Road are in a single ward. What remains of Boudica Ward (to the East of the Railway) could 
then include SUE Phase 1. SUE Phases 2 and 3 could either be a new ward or joined with the Croxton Road ward.

B "Blakeney" after existing the farm.
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C
I fully support the proposal to move the boundary with Croxton to the A11, for the reasons I gave before in my Stage 2 response. However, for the same 
reasons, I would also like to see the boundary with Kilverstone moved too. Given the stage 2 consultation responses, and that the arguments in favour of 
moving the boundary to encompass the new development have won the day, I find it strange that any other decision could be made. In terms of certainty and 
forward planning it surely makes more sense to move the boundary now. The CGR committee has already wasted tax-payer resources with the need for a 
third consultation because it didn't listen properly to the stage one responses. You've held the consultation, you've got an unprecedented number of 
responses in favour of the move. Why waste more resources holding yet another round of consultations in a few year's time?

TSCT000014 A Blank
B Blank
C Blank

TSCT000015 A No objection to this
B Blank

C I am happy with the proposal to extend the SUE area into the parish of Croxton, but do think that it should also be extended to include the Kilerverstone 
portion too.

TSCT000016 A Can unerstand the need for them to be represented.  Two is okay, one for area if and only if they remain/become under Thetford.
B I have no view here.

C No matter what way this is spun these new developments will put a big extra strain on Thetford as a whole; facilities, infrastructure and finacial.  Therefore, 
must become under Thetford council so some of these cost can be recouped through the concil tax process.  Otherwise Thetford will take most of the strain 
while Brettenham, Croxton and Kilverstone will take some but little however, get the financial reward. I am sure I read somewhere in the past that another 
vote/consultation was to take place on this later so the new residence could have a say.  How ridiculous, that would be like asking turkeys to vote for 
Christmas. PLEASE, do not let the residence and rate payers of Thetford be the fall guy's here.

TSCT000017 A I agree with this
B Blank
C I agree with this

TSCT000018 A I agree
B Blank
C I agree with this

TSCT000019 A I would agree that an additional two councillors for Thetford for the new parish ward should be appointed.
B I believe that the name of 'Saxon' would be an excellent choice for the new parish ward of Thetford.

C I agree with the proposal for the extension of the SUE area into the parish of Croxton; leaving the area of the SUE which lies within the parish of Kilverstone 
unchanged.

TSCT000020 A if we are to extend the boundaries then having two extra  councillors would be sensible
B sand martin

C the boundaries in both need changing. they both are or will put extra preasure on thetfords infrastructure.
TSCT000021 A Agree

B Saxon
C I agree with proposal 

TSCT000022 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree to the proposal
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TSCT000023 A Agree
B Saxon
C I agree with the proposal

TSCT000024 A Yes, two councillors.
B Iceni
C No further comments

TSCT000025 A Yes absolutely
B Blakeney
C Blank

TSCT000026 A I agree
B Saxon 
C I agree with the proposal 

TSCT000027 A Should be a compromise of one until the parish is fully completed, then an additional councillor
B Fisher North

C All local villages, including Kilberstone and Croxton who benefit from Thetford ratepayers higher contributions should be included.
TSCT000028 A I agree

B Anglo Saxon
C I agree with the proposal 

TSCT000029 A Agree
B Kingsfleet
C Agree

TSCT000030 A
NO!   Two more layers of "fat" are not needed.  The taxpayer is fed up with too many snouts in the trough already.  On a much wider platform over this issue,  
is why the likes of Trump  got into office to drain the swamp, and more recently in the news why Brazilian presidential front-runner Jair Bolsonaro was 
stabbed at his rally.  He too stood alone to drain Brazil's corruptible swamp.  The "fat" at the top needs to be cut away and taxpayers have had enough!! 
Kingsfleet developent should be added to Thetford town boundary at no additional cost to we taxpayers and come under the auspices of existing Councillors.

B Peddars Wayward Ward ;-)   Boadicea Ward,  Iceni Ward
C As per above.   Further, I doubt you will "share" this viewpoint.

TSCT000031 A I agree
B Saxon
C I agree with the proposal

TSCT000032 A I agree 
B Saxon
C I agree with the proposal

TSCT000033 A Blank
B Blank
C Blank

TSCT000034 A I agree 
B Saxon
C I agree to the proposal

TSCT000035 A I agree with the addition of 2 new councillors .
B Kings Fleet
C Blank

TSCT000036 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree with the Proposal

TSCT000037 A Will  need someone
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B Blank
C Blank

TSCT000038 A Yes this is a good idea. 
B Something that would fit in with the history of the area. Iceini ward would be good. 
C Blank

TSCT000039 A Yes
B Saxon
C None

TSCT000040 A I agree
B Saxon
C I agree with the proposal 

TSCT000041 A Yes, that would be sensible given the number of houses proposed
B Croxton with Thetford
C Blank

TSCT000042 A Agree.  Good idea
B Boudica
C Agree but Kilverstone should be changed within 2 years

TSCT000043 A Agree.  Good idea
B Boudica
C Agree but Kilverstone should be changed within 2 years

TSCT000044 A I agree
B Saxon
C Blank

TSCT000045 A Disagree
B Fisher ward this is in respect of Lord Jacky Fisher former resident of Kilverstone House
C The area of SUE should REMAIN entirely within Croxton Kilverstone and Brettenham

TSCT000046 A Disagree
B Paine Ward in respect of Thomas Paine Thetfords Famous Son
C The SUE should REMAIN entirely WITHIN Croxton Kilverstone and Brettenham Parishes

TSCT000047 A I agree: there should be an additional 2 councillors for Thetford for the new parish ward

B Blakeney (after the farm within the development area) Stone Ridge (a common or meadow or heath in the development area in medieval times - shown on 
p52 of Alan Crosby's A History of Thetford, published 1986)

C The boundary of Thetford should be extended to include the entire SUE area up to the A11 (on the Croxton side of the town), leaving a decision about the 
parish of Kilverstone to a later date.

TSCT000048 A Agree. New residents in these numbers need extra Council representatives.
B No name suggested.

C I agree to the inclusion of the Croxton part of the SUE within Theford’s boundaries, subject to the proviso that there is definitely a future consultation about 
the inclusion within Thetford’s boundaries of the area of SUE which is in Kilverstone.

TSCT000049 A Yes a good democratic idea.
B Elizabeth grounds 

C As previously stated, I believe extending the boundaries of Thetford to include the new housing development is logical and necessary.

TSCT000050 A With the increase in housing being contemplated, the increase in councillors will be essential to provide sustained support to the electorate.
B Should remain the same
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C This would allow the people being served by Thetford Council to all be responsible for the same rate of council tax and ensure that all people using the 
facilities within the town and paying equal rate of tax.

TSCT000051 A The increase in the population of the town will require the additional councillors to be able to provide assistance to the residents.
B Stay as it is.

C It is imperative that everyone pays equally for use of the facilities of Thetford, and no portion of the local populace is unduly forced to pay more than anyone 
else.

TSCT000052 A
Not necessary.  The present wards have less than 2000 constituants and considering the limited and few responsibilities of the Town Council I would have 
thought that in line with many other councils they would be reducing the present number of councillors anyway.  Why have additional councillors for the SUE 
at this time anyway  as they would not have any constituants for some time. 

B Blanik

C I am pleased that the Parish of Kilverstone and Brettenham are unchanged. I am sure that the vote in favour of the extension of the SUE into the parish of 
Croxton was only won because of the news coverage that emphasised that if it was, they would pay less council tax than  Thetford Town residents.

TSCT000053 A Yes - I agree with this proposal. The number seems right for the size of the area.
B Kingsfleet - since this is what everyone will call the area.

C Reviewing the Kilverstone part of the SUE unchanged for now seems pragmatic, as long as it gets reviewed again at a later date.
TSCT000054 A the proposal for 2 additional councillors for the new Thetford parish ward is accepted

B a name for the new parish ward of Thetford should be proposed by Thetford Town Council for agreement by Breckland District Council.

C

the proposal to make the A1075 the new eastern Parish Boundary for Thetford is fully supported as it complies with national guidance that boundaries should 
use prominent, permanent and easily recognisable features such as roads, rivers or railways rather than anonymous lines across fields. This fact should 
borne in mind in any future review of local boundaries but, meanwhile, the Parish Council is content with the Community Governance Review Sub-committee 
view that it would be premature to determine now a new boundary for the latter stages of the SUE development to the east of the A1075. However, the 
Parish Council considers that there should not be an automatic further Governance Review as the latter stages of the SUE development progresses, as this 
should be left to the local residents. Additionally, the Parish Council refutes the suggestion, made by some during the recent Community Governance Review 
sub-committee meeting, that the Council would not be capable of providing the necessary services to any new post-SUE community in its area as the Parish 
Council's resources and number of councillors will grow in line with the growing population.

TSCT000055 A Thank you for consulting Norfolk County Council on the Thetford Community Governance Review. I can confirm we have no comments to make on the 
proposals.

B Thank you for consulting Norfolk County Council on the Thetford Community Governance Review. I can confirm we have no comments to make on the 
proposals.

C Thank you for consulting Norfolk County Council on the Thetford Community Governance Review. I can confirm we have no comments to make on the 
proposals.

TSCT000056 A Support.

B The entire ward will consist of the Kingsfleet development and I think it is important to give wards a name that relates to the area in question to help residents 
easily identify their ward and provide consistency - therefore Thetford Kingsfleet Ward would see logical.
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C One would hope that the precedent to move the boundary linked to development on the edge of Thetford has now been firmly established and that in the 
future, if / when the area technically part of Kilverstone, but closer to Thetford, is developed, the District Councillors at the time debating the issue will give 
due consideration to the process and level of engagement that occurred during this most recent CGR process.

TSCT000057 A No comment
B No comment

C Leaving Kilverstone's parish boundary the same is fine but I don't support the proposition there should be another review later in the SUE development - any 
further change request should come from the local people living in the Parish.

TSCT000058 A Two new councillors would appear correct for the new ward

B In view of the mis-use of the 'About Thetford' magazine to stir-up resident reaction to the boundary review and subsequent editorial gloating, I propose to call 
the area Jermyville.

C It is vital that the area of the SUE lying in Kilverstone  subsequently remains unchanged as must Brettenham to maintain the rural environment for those 
residents living in the communities.

TSCT000059 A yes, necessary.
B no suggestion
C Pleased that the area of SUE which lies within the parish of Kilverstone remains unchanged.

TSCT000060 A Accept the need on the assumption that the boundary is changed as proposed.

B Assuming that the boundary change proposal is accepted, Thetford Town Council should make a recommendation for the approval of Breckland District 
Council.  I would prefer a name with an historical connection to the area rather than, for example, Kingsfleet.

C The proposal for the eastern boundary (Kilverstone's western boundary) to run along the A1075 is the most logical one and should be retained even when 
the SUE development in the Parish of Kilverstone is completed.  The alternative would be to divorce Kilverstone village from its Parish.

TSCT000061 A No view
B No view

C It is a great pity that there is to be a boundary change for Croxton but I support that for Kilverstone being unchanged for the foreseeable future.  
TSCT000062 A I think that is a good idea.

B Saxon

C The Thetford boundary should extend into Kilverstone so that all of the SUE is under the same governance.
TSCT000063 A No Comment

B No Comment

C Please record my comment as being in favour of the current boundary of Kilverstone remaining unchanged.
TSCT000064 A Blank

B Blank
C I wish to support the current boundary of Kilverstone remaining unchanged.  Thank you.

TSCT000065 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000066 A Agree
B Saxon
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C Agree
TSCT000067 A Agree but only when homes have been built. One at first Stage after 350 houses built then 2nd stage

B Saxon
C Need to review kilverstone in a few years time

TSCT000068 A Agree if fazed with build
B Saxon
C Agree reluctantly

TSCT000069 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000070 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000071 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000072 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000073 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000074 A Agree with 2 additional councillors
B Saxon Ward
C Agree with the proposals

TSCT000075 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000076 A Agree
B Saxon
C Blank

TSCT000077 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000078 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000079 A Agree
B Vikings
C Agree when building provide services ie Dr's Dentist shops post office & school

TSCT000080 A Agree
B Saxon
C Blank

TSCT000081 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000082 A I agree to this proposal
B I choose "Saxon", a good old fashioned english name
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C I do agree
TSCT000083 A Agreed

B Saxon
C Agreed

TSCT000084 A Agreed
B Saxon
C Agreed

TSCT000085 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000086 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000087 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000088 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000089 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000090 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000091 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000092 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000093 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000094 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000095 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000096 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000097 A Agree
B Saxon Ward
C Agree

TSCT000098 A Agree
B Saxon
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C Agree
TSCT000099 A Agree

B Saxon
C Agree
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